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To ‘B’ or Not to ‘B’ - When rotary B axes add value 

Optimizing Your Capital Investment - We pride ourselves in making every effort to clearly understand our customers’ needs.  As a result, we strive to offer carefully considered   

machine configurations that are truly required for existing and/or anticipated applications.  Some decades ago, in the infancy of this technology, B axes where favored because diamond tools 

had a limited accuracy or so-called waviness.  Today, however, advancements in the accuracy of controlled waviness diamond tools combined with our continuous development of

alternative machine configurations & processes has helped to reduce reliance on rotary B-axes for many applications.  Sharing this knowledge helps to optimize our customers’ capital 

equipment costs whenever possible.  We welcome the opportunity to discuss your specific application and whether a B-axis would be beneficial.  

When a rotary B-axis accessory might be worth the investment . . .

➢ Optical grinding applications typically utilizing XZB wheel normal configuration for small steep concave molds

➢ Micro-Milling of complex geometries with auxiliary air bearing spindle on top of B-axis

➢ Applications that benefit from tool normal diamond turning such as hemispherical / hyper-spherical slopes or very steep IR components benefiting from a constant negative rake angle

➢ Multi-station ultra precision turret style setups consisting of several tools facing away from center where B-axis is used as an ultra precision indexer

➢ Reduced diamond tool costs by using non-controlled waviness tools as opposed to more expensive controlled waviness radii in tool normal B-axis configurations  

➢ Potentially increased diamond tool life by placing center of cutting tool radius at the center of B-axis.   This allows simple B-axis rotation to a new zone on the cutting edge when needed.

Amount of available rotations is dependent upon slope of part being turned.

60K RPM Wheel Normal Grinding NanoDEX Tooling Turret

Tool Normal Diamond Turning

Both XZB & Turret Mount XZ Use Same Standard Machine Acceptance Test Part 

➢High Purity Aluminum 75mm dia. X 250mm convex spherical radius

➢Operating in Tool Normal or Turret Mode

Form Accuracy Specification:  ≤ 0.15 µm over 75mm diameter

Surface Finish Specification:   ≤ 3.0 nm Ra

Surface Finish: 1.081nm RaForm Accuracy: 0.052µm PV

Form and Finish Always Measured on the Same Surface, Same Pass 

We Report Metrology Results the Way You Do!



Rotary B-axis Options

Compact Air Bearing 

➢ Economical alternative for 250UPLv2 System

➢ Engineered for tool normal diamond turning applications

➢ Polar Tool Compensation  (PTC) technology

➢ Brushless DC  motor drive

➢ Axial / Radial motion accuracy: ≤ 0.05µm

➢ Positioning Accuracy: ± 1.0 arc seconds

➢ Feedback Resolution: ± 0.005 arc seconds

➢ “Pneumo-Lock” feature provides solid B-axis clamping by

temporarily removing air pressure from one side of the bearing

Heavy Duty Oil Hydrostatic 

➢ Available on 450UPLv2 and 650FGv2 systems

➢ Engineered for both tool normal operation as well as turret 

style gang tooling configurations

➢ Polar Tool Compensation (PTC) technology

➢ Brushless DC motor drive

➢ Axial / Radial motion accuracy: ≤ 0.1µm

➢ Positioning Accuracy:  ± 1.0 arc seconds

➢ Feedback Resolution:  ± 0.005 arc seconds

➢ Mechanical / pneumatic braking system for safety 

Stiffness Specification:

Axial: 280 N/µm (1,600,000 lbs/in)

Radial: 100 N/µm (540,000 lbs/in) 

Stiffness Specification:

Axial: 875 N/µm (5,000,000 lbs/in)

Radial: 260 N/µm (1,500,000 lbs/in)

Ø279.4mm

(11.00”)

158mm 1

(6.22”)

178.5mm

(7.03”)

Y-Axis at Top of 150mm Travel

Ø216mm

(8.50”)
91.5mm

(3.60”)

140.5mm

(5.53”)

Notes:¹ X-axis riser option will increase these dimensions by 50mm (1.97”)

450UPL Configuration

118.4mm 1

(4.66”)

-87.8mm / +191.6mm

from this position 

150mm

(5.906”)

132.6mm

(5.22”)

-100mm / +100mm

from this position

Tool Normal Turning Configuration

on Air Bearing B-Axis

Tool Normal Diamond Turning

Machining process where the same point 

of the diamond tool cutting edge is kept 

in contact with the turned surface via the 

CNC

controlled rotating B-axis.



The Ultra-Precision Tool Indexer - Turret Style Tooling with Optical Quality Results

When Turret Style Tooling on a Lathe is Beneficial:

➢ Large optic machining where multiple operations are 

required, such as diamond-turning, milling, and form  

measurement.  Side by side gang style tooling may not be 

feasible due to slide travel limitations.

➢ Quick change over from tool normal diamond turning, XZB 

micro-milling / grinding spindle applications, or other B-axis

configurations, to multi-tool setups without having to remove

the B-axis.

Top View example of diamond turning / milling 50K RPM Micro-Milling Spindle 

WECS In-Situ LVDT Form 

Measurement and Correction System
Single Point Diamond Turning Tool

650FG Turret with Diamond Tools, Spraymist Coolant Manifold,

WECS, Micro-Milling Spindle on top of B-axis

NanoDEX
Multi-Station Ultra Precision Tooling Turret 

➢ Transforms our Standard Oil Hydrostatic Rotary B-axis into a precision multi-station tool indexer

➢ ± 1 arc second positioning accuracy 

➢ 0.005 arc second feedback resolution

➢ Independently programmable smooth flowing spray mist nozzles

➢ Various tooling / metrology options to choose from



Polar Tool Compensation ( PTC ) 

What is PTC ?
Tool Normal machining typically requires the cutting tool to be positioned precisely over the center of the B Axis.  Using PTC, in combination 

with our Optical Tool Set Camera, the tool can simply be mounted anywhere on top of B-axis, eliminating the time required for a precision tool 

setup at the center of B. Our PTC technology then uses coordinated X, Z and B-axis motions to simulate an alternate axis of rotation about the 

tool radius’ center position.  In addition to set up time savings, benefits of PTC can also include the ability to increase effective swing diameter 

by hanging the tool over the edge of the B Axis.  The below G codes are used to activate and de-activate PTC within part programs.

G144 PTC “Off”

B Center

➢ High Purity Aluminum 75mm dia. X 250mm convex spherical radius

➢ Operating in PTC Mode

Form Accuracy Specification:  ≤ 0.15 µm over 75mm diameter

Surface Finish Specification:   ≤ 3.0 nm Ra

Standard Test Part Machined with PTC - Tool Positioned 165mm (6.50”) off B-axis Centerline

PTC Standard Machine Acceptance Test Part

Note: Same Exact Test Part / Same Specification as XZB Tool Normal Configuration for Direct Comparison

Actual Form Accuracy: 0.106µm PV Actual Surface Finish: 1.034nm Ra

G143 PTC “On”

B Center

X Compensation

Z Compensation PTC Resulting

Axis of Rotation

B Center Axis

Diamond Tool

Radius Tip

Simply Mount and Activate PTC for Tool Normal Turning



Defined by our Customers’ Success

Europe

Nanoptic Solutions

Tel: +31-40-8424746

frank@nanoptic-solutions.com

www.nanopticsolutions.com

As a Nanotech customer, you will benefit from our professional pre / post sales technical expertise - for 

life. At all levels of our organization, we have unmatched hands-on industry experience for critical value 

added process development and application support.  Here’s what just a few of our customers have to say: 

(visit www.nanotechsys.com for a complete listing of unsolicited Customer Testimonials) United States

Tel: 603-352-3030

sales@nanotechsys.com

www.nanotechsys.com

➢ “FANTASTIC support we received from your team as we worked through a difficult problem solving

process. Top notch all the way.”

➢ “The most remarkable and excellent service & support I have ever seen”.

➢ “I’ve been in this business for a long time, and response time like this is unheard of.” 

➢ “As always, we are very pleased with the recent addition / install of our new 250UPL. Everything

went very smoothly withissues, questions or concerns. Your Service Engineersajob, upholding the 

high level of quality, service, andwe have come to know and expect from Moore Nanotech. We look

forward to a future of growth and expanding our business with Moore Nanotech.”

➢ “As I've mentioned in the past, our Nanotech machines have performed flawlessly. We have not 

experienced any lost production time with a Nanotech machine period, regardless of age, date of 

installation, or type of work we are running on the machine.”

Moore Nanotechnology Systems, LLC

230 Old Homestead Hwy

Swanzey, NH 03446 USA

Ph: 603-352-3030

fax: 603-352-3363

www.nanotechsys.com

sales@nanotechsys.com

Japan

Enable K.K.

Tel: +81-48-227-4688

hideki.ogawa@enablekk.com

www.enablekk.com

Taiwan

DKSH Taiwan Ltd.

Tel: +886-2-8752-6666

pei.yuan.huang@dksh.com

www.dksh.com.tw

Singapore / Malaysia

Laser 21 Pte., Ltd.

Tel: +65-6565-1221

sales@laser-21.com

www.Laser-21.com

Korea

Moonatech

Tel: +82-2-501-4977

henry.jung@moonatech.co.kr

www.moonatech.co.kr

China

DKSH (China) Co., Ltd.

Tel: +86-10-6500-4308

xin.xin.huang@dksh.com

www.dksh-machinery.com

➢ “I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again. I believe you guys are building the best diamond turning

machines in the world. The quality and performance is truly amazing.”

Global Representation Network

UK / Ireland

Tel: +44-1509-416850

chapman@nanotechsys.com

www.nanotechsys.com

Nanotech Milestone > April 2015

Celebrating customer acceptance of our 100 th 

350FG / 650FG Y-axis Freeform Generator!
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